Clemson Players: searching for $1 million
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
The Clemson Players, the University
theatre group, have a problem: they are
searching for one million dollars or more
to construct a performing arts facility, but
they don't know where to go or who to ask
for the money.
For now, Mary Alice Barksdale,
president of the Clemson Players, will
send letters requesting grants from
different corporations in South Carolina.
"I guess that's all we can do for now," she
said.
Private corporations would be
interested in giving grants for the tax
breaks they would receive, Barksdale
related. Recently, the Daniel Corporation
of Greenville donated $4 million to Furman
University for the construction of a
performing arts center.
Although the Players' ideal would be a
ten-million-dollar complex, "the most we
could hope for would be $1 million,"
Barksdale commented. If a corporation
granted $1 million for a facility, there
would be a "good chance" that the state
would match that money with an
additional $1 million.
Because the Players are uncertain of
how to ask for a grant, they will contact the
South Carolina Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the Arts for
advice. "How do you go around and ask
people, 'Hey, you want to give us a million
dollars?' " Barksdale asked.
Although the group has yet to receive
any monev, they have received strong

CLEMSON PLAYERS* officers (left to right) Nancy Jacobs, Al Willis, Susan Lay,
and Mary Alice Barksdale appear with a petition of 4169 names before the Board of
Trustees.
support from both students and faculty. A
University is to provide the best possible
petition circulated by the Players was
educational experience for its students," a
signed by 4169 students and faculty
letter accompanying the petition stated.
members. Ninety per cent of those
Admiral McDevitt, legal council for
contacted were willing to sign the petition.
Clemson University, presented the petition
"While the signers of the petition are
to the Board of Trustees at their meeting
aware of the University's current financial
Saturday.
Clemson
Players'
limitations, they also recognize the urgent
representatives Nancy Jacobs, Al Willis,
need for improved facilities if Clemson
Susan Lay, and Mary Alice Barksdale

attended the meeting.
"I don't know of any group that works
harder and contributes more, in spite of
limited facilities," Robert C. Edwards,
president of Clemson University
remarked. "The board is aware of your
situation," he added.
Board Chairman Paul McAlister
commented that although he was
sympathetic to their problem, there is no
money available at the present. Clemson
Player Nancy Jacobs stated later, "We
really had no hope of getting money from
the state."
In student government, the President's
Cabinet passed a resolution supporting the
Players. The bill was introduced in the
student senate Monday and now goes to
Ihe senate's General Affairs Committee.
Since the Tiger and the Greenville News
printed editorials in favor of construction
of an arts facility last February, the idea
has gained widespread support.
"Definitely a facility is needed that will
accommodate all the performing arts,"
Ray Sawyer, advisor of the Players and
English professor at Clemson said.
The facilities are very limited. "For a
University theatre, we're desperate,"
according to troupe member Buddy
Adams.
The playing area of the stage in Daniel
Hall auditorium, 14 feet by 28 feet, is
"tiny", Players' President Barksdale
commented. The backstage space is also
small.
During the performances of "Promises,
Promises", as many as 40 people were
v continued to page six)

Yearbook staff bothered by controversy
by Steve Ellis
News Editor
Problems, which have included several
format changes and the loss of several
senior staff members came to a peak this
week for Clemson's yearbook (Taps) staff
following the firing of two staff members
in the wake of a weekend incident
involving the violation of University rules.
The two staff members, Photography
Editor Steve Stevens and Laboratory
Manager Pat Jobe were dismissed from
the staff Monday by Editor-in-Chief Scott
Myers. The two, along with staff members
Jan Johnson, Ann Pinson, and Ken
Wilson, drove a university car without
Myers' approval or an out-of-state travel
voucher to Washington, D.C., over the
weekend.
In defense of his taking disciplinary
action against just Stevens and Jobe,
Myers said, "I'm not going to remove
anyone from the staff unless the violations
are serious or are continuous. I have
warned the two about taking Taps'
equipment home with them several times.
It finally came to a boil. I'm tired of it."
As for action taken by the University,
Myers said, "My first impression is that
action would he ta

However, the only action was taken
against Pat (Jobe is responsible for paying
the cost of gas which amounts to over
$100), I guess because the car was issued
in his name. I assume Admiral McDevitt
(University Legal counsel) had advised
Dean Deloney (Associate Dean of Student
Affairs) on the issue."
Deloney told The Tiger that an official
statement from hers or Dean Walter Cox's
(Vice President for Student Affairs) office
would be issued later this week. Stevens
has indicated that he will fight any action
and has acquired Mike Baxley, a student
legal adviser, to help him.
Baxley is concerned about several points
of action already taken against the two. "I
question Scott's right to hire and fire,"
Baxley said. "For him to clear three of
them and implicate just the two certainly
seems unfair.
I'm trying to go to McDevitt and I expect
by Monday or Tuesday we will know what
kind of action will be taken. I think Dean
Deloney might have been operating on
incorrect information in advising Scott
what action to take."
Complexing the legality of the case is the
fact that some of the pictures taken by
Stevens are copyrighted. "Taps would be

printed," Baxley said.
Stevens said that photos he had shot of
the Clemson Players, of concerts and his
color transparencies were copyrighted. He
estimated he contributed 20 per cent of all
photos. "I think the action taken was
unfair," Stevens said, "We had a quorem
of the senior staff, and we did nothing
wrong by going. He definitely could use the
photos we took in the bicentennial sections.
One thing, if he (Myers) had fired all five
of us, there's no doubt we would not put out
a yearbookthisyear."
Myers confirmed this saying, "If we lost
the other three, too, there would be a very
good chance of not putting out the
yearbook. I guess it would be almost
impossible."
The firing of Stevens and Jobe brings the
number of departed staff members to four
in the last month. Features Editor Roland
Skinner, who was responsible for copy,
graduated in December and Ben Floyd,
sports editor, left for personal reasons.
According to Myers this leaves Taps with
seven regular members.
Additionally, the yearbook has gone
through several format changes. Last
spring Myers hoped to produce a
bicentennial type format. Over the

Stevens the bicentennial format was
changed to a monthly magazine but late
arrival of special camera equipment
deterred this project. From that evolved
the idea of binding each monthly section
into one book to be printed at the year's
end. However, the staff has now taken a
360 degree turn according to Stevens and is
planning a yearbook keying Clemson's
past with the bicentennial.
Reflecting upon the past problems and
the current incidents Taps staff members
discussed in interviews with the Tiger the
prospect of getting the yearbook out on
time.
"We are even with last year's pace,
maybe even ahead of it," business
manager Jimmy Carrol said. "Our quality
might be affected a little by the loss of the
two."
Ann Pinson cited that the loss of Stevens
and Jobe would hurt some, but did not
believe it would cause any delay.
"Whenever you lose members of a staff its
going to hurt," she commented.
Jan Johnson, managing editor, agreed
that the incident would set the staff back.
"No one we have is as good at the printing
or photography part of the yearbook as
they were. But we have four or five
(continued to page nine)
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The Clemson Players desperately need and deserve
better performing arts facilities. This has been a
widely accepted belief to the majority of Clemson
students and faculty since editorials in both the
Greenville News and the Tiger publicized the obvious
necessity for a performing arts complex last
February.
If the administration had had the initiative to start
work on a new complex at that time, or if they had
held the necessary foresight to plan for the construction of a facility years before now, the present
problem would have been averted.
But while the beautiful and much needed Fike
Recreation center has been built, and while the extravagant and not-very-much-needed Jervey Athletic
center has been built, the Clemson Players have been
left to bite the bullet. And bite it, they have.
The theatre group is not alone. Not only have the
Players been pushed aside too long, the entire College
of Liberal Arts has suffered neglect.
Although the agricultural engineering department
has expanded McAdams Hall, although biological
sciences is constructing Jordan Hall and although the
Architecture College has added a brand new section
to Lee Hall, the Liberal Arts have been ignored.
Hardin Hall, the most decrepit building on campus,
houses the departments of history and psychology.
Tillman Hall, which has burned twice, houses the
sociology department. Godfrey Hall (education)
badly needs renovation.
With this injustice in the appropriation of funds, the
Clemson Players should not be surprised at being
denied money for their legitimate purpose.
In fairness, the administration has gone out of its
way to be considerate to members of the drama
group, and has been sympathetic of the Players'
goals. President Edwards complemented the group
on its hard work, and Admiral McDevitt gave an
excellent presentation of the Players' petition to the
Board of Trustees.
Consideration and sympathy are fine—but they
cannot replace the $1 million or more needed for the
fine arts center. Now that the state of South Carolina
has unilatterally slashed its budget by eight percent
the Players will not receive any state money for years
to come.
But the performing arts facility is needed now.
The lack of an adequate auditorium is an embarrassment to a University of this size, an insult to
the student body as well as to the Clemson Players,
and a slap in the face to an area of art lovers.
So now the Players are stranded from the
University, left to try to raise money as best they can.
That means more hard work — writing letters,
making contacts, appearing before meetings, and
creating publicity — all in a determined effort to
improve the present theatre conditions at Clemson.
Some have argued that since Clemsor has neither a
speech or drama major a performing arts center is
not a priority.
This is nonsense. Anyone who is not absolutely
convinced of this should take a tour of the existing
facilities. Space above the stage, as well as backstage
space, is tiny.
Daniel Hall auditorium is often committed to the
College of Liberal Arts, causing rehearsals to be held
in hallways of Daniel and in lounges of Strode Tower.
All too often Daniel Hall auditorium cannot hold large
audiences, meaning people are turned away from
plays.
The present situation is ludicrous. A facility is
badly needed, and needed now. How many more
years must be wait?
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No beer in Union
This past weekend, the
Clemson University Board of
Trustees gave their approval to
the Student Union's intention of
applying for a beer license for the
new nightclub located in the
student union complex.
The move was apparently
designed to appease the majority
of Clemson students. Although
some opposition was voiced
before the decision, the
justification generally reported
for the approval was that "Most
other schools in the southeast
allow it" (the selling of beer on
campus). Most other schools in
the southeast have dormitories
with something other than metal
walls, too!
The sale of beer will likely be a
source of revenue for Student
Union, for a while anyway.
Students may soon find that the
facilities offered by the nightclubs in Clemson proper outdistance the novelty of the
Student Union's version.
In an opinion poll taken this
week, the students overwhelmingly supported the action
of the Board of Trustees.
However, there are factors to be
considered that may have been
ignored by both.
First of all, the location of the
nightclub is a poor one. Indeed,
the new complex has extended
indefinitely the existence of
Johnstone Hall. The nightclub
cannot keep from spilling over
into the rest of the complex if the
crowds get to be large in number.
Furthermore, I believe the
money could have been better
utilized. Students pay an inflated
fee for books. Could this be
remedied by subsidizing the
bookstore? A look around the
campus exposes many things in
need of repair. The amphitheatre
is in a miserable state; those
visiting the nightclub may have
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to trudge through the mud-yard
outside the complex; the desks in
Hardin Hall are also celebrating
their bicentennial year. It would
be a sad commentary on
Clemson's priorities to compare
the new nightclub to our chapel.
Certainly this is not a churchsupported school, but neither is it
a country club.
Thirdly, shall we look into the
mirror and consider the immaturity of the prospective
patrons? On Friday and Saturday
nights, the halls of the dormitories are studios for the obscenity and crudeness of
irresponsible students
(inhabitants of Johnstone are
excused as products of their
environment). What will the
board's action do but magnify
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this problem? A look at what is
given to students and the way
that they use and abuse it will
- show the grade of students here
on campus.
To say that I was disappointed
with the Board of Trustees' action is an understatement. My
opinion is shared by few, but it is
my opinion. But to supporters of
the decision I will say that I am
sure that Edgar A. Brown would
be proud to have a bar named in
his honor.
Dave Farmer

Center urged
The Clemson Players circulated, during registration
(continued to page eleven;
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News Editor calls for "beer-less" Union
ruin our youth. Nor is this a plea or warning that
our Union may become a "Sin City".

Editor's Note: The following is the first of what
will be a weekly opinion column written by a
member of the Tiger's senior staff. The opinions,
expressed in this column each week are solely
the opinions of the particular author-of-the-week
and should not be considered either the minority
or majority view of the Tiger editorial board.

If there is a plea to make, it is for students to
wake up and see that they are becoming trapped.
At Clemson, as at most other universities, beer is
becoming equalivant with fun. Without the
former, most students think, the latter is impossible.

With the expected approval of the South
Carolina Alcoholic Beverage Commission the
"Beer in the Student Union Controversy" will
finally be over. But students should not be quick
to celebrate for what they lose is far greater than
what they gain.

Mike Baxley, author of a student senate bill
passed by the senate supporting the beer license
illustrated this entrampment through
statements made to The Tiger in an earlier interview. In that interview he cited that the beer
would be benefitial to the University by
"promoting a more campus-centered student
life" and "providing an area where students can
relax in an enjoyable atmosphere on the campus
of the University. Baxley makes an enjoyable
atmosphere synomonous with beer as if students
would not use the center without it.

rro/n- L/LS.

What we as students lose is Clemson's most
unique recreation center. The Union is the only
place around Clemson where a student may go to
shoot pool, play foosball or just gather to talk,
knowing that to do so and have a good-time, as
well, he does not need a beer in his hand.

Steve EBb
News Editor

The best argument against this reasoning (and
the best defense for my stand) is that student use
of the beer-less union has been very good since
its opening. So why screw a good thing?

This is not a Puritan's cry pleading for the
banishment of those evil spirits that corrupt and

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES PRESENTS

THE RAGTIME YEARS
with MAX MORATH
CLEMSON STUDENTS holding valid
Activity Card admitted free on
presentation of activity card. Others
present season ticket or individual
tickets. Individual tickets on sale
at Gate 5 — $3.00 for adults, $1.00 for
children or dates.

WED.. JAN 21. 1976 — LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM — 8:00 P.M.
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Players to try hand at Shakespearean farce
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" is
basically a fast-paced farce. In writing it,
Shakespeare's primary aim was to
entertain the audience. In the same way,
that will be our aim."
This is how the next Clemson Players
production is described by Raymond
Sawyer, director of the upcoming
Shakespearean production "The Merry
Wives of Windsor."
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" will be
presented in eight performances from
Feb. 27-28 and from March 1-6. Sawyer
said that he is now in the process of
granting auditions and selecting parts for
the play.
Sawyer commented that there are 21
characters in the play, and that 50 to 75
people will probably be needed to put on
the production.
"The play itself," according to Sawyer,
"was written by Shakespeare because the
queen wanted to see the fat knight (Sir
John Falstaff) in love."
"Falstaff here is a new character with
an old name," Sawyer added. This
character may bring to mind the Falstaff

of the play "King Henry IV" which was
presented by a national players company
at Clemson last year.
"Many scholars think that the funny
Falstaff of the former play has
degenerated in "The Merry Wives of
Windsor," Sawyer noted. "Shakespeare
wrote the play in 10 to 14 days, so it also
leads many to criticize its loose ends.
These are deficiencies which we hope to
clear up for the audience," he stated.
Sawyer commented that several factors
had to be considered before electing to
perform a Shakespearean play. "Many
actors shy away from Shakespeare's
productions because of the unfamiliar
words and verse," he pointed out. But the
idea of doing a Shakespearean play was
suggested last year after the national
players had performed "King Henry IV"
here," Sawyer added.
"I had personally never directed a
Shakespeare play before, and wanted the
experience. I also felt that this would be a
good jumping off point for the semester
because the play is fast paced, has a great
variety of characters, is written
predominately in prose, and is easy to
follow," Sawyer maintained. "These
factors," he concluded, "led to us deciding

on 'The Merry Wives of Windsor as our
first play of the year."
This will be the second Clemson Players
production which Sawyer has directed.
Last year, he directed the two plays: "The
Bald Soprano" and "The Lesson," both by
Ianesco.
Before directing at Clemson, Sawyer
directed high school plays and was in a
two-year directing program at the
University of Washington.
When asked about his opinion on the
facilities at the disposal of the Clemson
Players as compared to other facilities
which he has been familiar with, Sawyer
commented from several standpoints.
"I'm of the opinion that theatre can exist
anywhere—as Peter Brooke said, 'I can
take any empty space and call it a stage'—
but such a statement needs qualification,"
he stressed.
"In a concept such as this," Sawyer
held, "you place a tremendous burden on
the actor. Our program here, as yet, has
not developed to the point where we can
place this responsibility on the actor."
"Any major University has to address
itself to all aspects of an individual's
education,
including
cultural
enlightenment," Sawyer continued.
"Definitely, a facility is needed that will

Sawyer also expressed optimism that
something will be done to provide the
University with a new facility for the
performing arts in the future. "I believe
that Clemson University is aware of this
deficiency and am hopeful that steps will
be taken to correct this in the future," he
said.
Speaking on the type of plays which the
Clemson Players plan to produce,
wherever they may be presented, Sawyer
discussed the type of play which may be
more appealing to the contemporary
audience. "Today, audiences are more
inclined to accept a Shakespeare comedy
than a tragedy," he noted, "and naturally
the audience is a major consideration in
this concept."
Sawyer said that his main purpose in
directing is to influence the actors and the
script so that the play may become
relevant to a contemporary audience, but
yet maintain the integrity of the plot and
purpose intended by the writer of the play.
"When directing, I try to preserve the
style and the flavor of the text and yet
translate it into terms that can be
perceived by a contemporary audience
without doing injustice to the text," he
said.

Steadman publishes second Southern novel
by Harry Bayne
Features Writer
A Lion's Share has sold out at the Open
Book but is available at the University
Bookstore. It is approximately 400 pages
long and retails for $8.95. It was officially
issued January 12th but has been available
in this area for a bit longer.
There's nothing unusual about a college
professor writing racy novels on the side.
But when the personality of Clemson's
Mark Steadman comes across as easy
going — almost docile — it is difficult to
imagine he's the same fellow who wrote
about castrating blacks in southern
Georgia.
Steadman, an associate professor of
English at Clemson, earlier this week saw
the release of his second novel, A Lion's
Share (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston.) Steadman says the "callousness
and racism" of his previous book, McAfee
County (1971), are gone, however.
A Lion's Share is a completely different
kind of novel than McAfee County. It
concerns an acquaintance of Steadman's
from his teenage years in Savannah — a
high school football player who had "a lot
of potential to realize the American
Dream." Unlike most plots that stem from
similar roots, this youth, fictionalized as
Jack Curran, meets a tragic end.
For the readers who want it, there is
profanity, manifested primarily in
blasphemy, but Steadman points out that
A Lion's Share isn't a sacrilegious work.
"In the last scene, Dick Lynch, a minor
character, is crossing himself, showing he
has not abandoned his religion. Still,
Steadman expects some repercussions and
possibly some hate mail.

Dr. Steadman began serious formulation
of this book in October 1971 and
commenced writing two months later.
When he finished in December 1974, A
Lion's Share stretched over 800 pages.
"The editors said they like the book, but
they'd have to sell it for $15," he grinned.
"They asked me to cut it in half, and then
they accepted it."
Deleted from the final copy was an
explanation of the narrator who Steadman
describes as "an old man, not too well
educated, but having a respect for the
truth." This revelation is enlightening,
because the narration — full of sentence
fragments, juvenile words and intentional
grammatical errors — seems a
uncharacteristic style for a college
professor.
Steadman answers this charge as a
writer. "I write things that are easy to
read and are interesting. I let the

characters speak for themselves." He
contends that short words are "more
lyric," and on a philosophical note, insists,
"Eloquence is a matter of using simplicity
instead of being complicated."
Comparing A Lion's Share with his
earlier work novel, MeAfee County, the
author believes that the "finished
product" of the former will demonstrate
his advancement and maturity as a writer.
"But A Lion's Share was not a labor of
love. I don't hold the affection for it as I did
for McAfee County, perhaps because it
took so long to write.
"This new book holds together better,
however. It's kind of a sad book, but there
are good times in it too. There are more
good and kind people in my books than
bad." Steadman expects A Lion's Share to
sell better than his previous book because
"..it's the nature of things for an author's
second book to exceed the first in sales."

The Anderson
Arts Center is presenting an
exhibition of paintings by a young
Greenville County artist, Claude
Smith, Jan. 11 through Feb. 1. He
displays a versatile style with
semi-realistic landscapes,
abstracts, and acrylics.
£
The Anderson Arts Center is t
located at 405 N. Main St., '
Anderson, S.C. The gallery is \
open Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Clemson University
Student Union presents "The
Communicators" in the Night
Club in the new student union
-building, Jan. 20 at 9 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents. Friday
night the Jane Oldeman Band
will be playing in the Skylight
lounge. The times are 8,9:15, and
10:30 p.m. Admission is free.
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Acorns

Although Steadman doesn't aim to
imitate the style of other authors novelist,
he does see a similarity between his works
and those of Flannery O'Connor, whom he
admires. He also readily expresses
preferences for the works of James
Dickey, the "greatest living American
poet," he says, the humor of Woody Allen
and Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., and the fiction of
Barry Hannah, author of Geronimo Rex
and former member of Clemson's English
department.
In spite of his enthusism for writing, Dr.
Steadman regards himself as a teacher
first. "I'm attached to the classroom," he
smiles, and I really like to teach. I have no
plans to retire with this novel." Looking
ahead, he has "a couple of ideas" he has
discussed with his agent, Lois Wallace, of
Wallace, Atkin, and Schiel, New York.
"But that's a long time off, I'm still looking
out for this one."
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Tom Dimond is having a
showing of paintings and
serigraphs in the Student Union
Gallery (the Loggia) January 15
to 29 from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Sunday.

Ragtime
pianist-singercomedian Max Morath will
appear at Clemson University on
Wednesday as the next attraction
on the current University Concert
Series. The concert, entitled
"The Ragtime Years," will be
held in Littlejohn Coliseum, and
will begin at 8 p.m. Admission is
free for Clemson University
students holding valid activity
cards. Others will be admitted on
presentation of season tickets for
the Concert Series, or by
individual tickets available at
gate 5 for $3 (adults) or $1
(children 16 and under).
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Coolidge's latest album called 'exceptional
,

outdoes anything by Olivia Newton-John.
There are excellent background vocals
throughout the album.
IT'S ONLY LOVE
Without a doubt, the last two songs on
Rita Coolidge
It's Only Love are the best. "Mean to Me"
and "Am I Blue" are the blues numbers.
Your knowledge of Rita Coolidge may be Normally I am not interested in blues but
as limited as mine. She is a good friend of
Kris Kristofferson and his music doesn't
exactly thrill me, so why should hers? But
the album has a very pretty picture of her
on the front and I had heard a song on the
radio so I bought it. It's Only Love turned
out to be an exceptional album.
How many popular female vocalists are
there? To mention a few, there are Carole
King, Carly Simon, Linda Ronstadt, and
Olivia Newton-John. Rita Coolidge is
nothing like them. Her voice is made
purely for music — any kind.
It's Only Love displays Rita's prowess
as a singer of country, popular, the best
this is good stuff. Accompanied by only a
piano-and-bass blues to be found, and jazz.
bass, soft piano, and drum, Rita Coolidge
The songs were composed by numerous
makes you imagine you're in a dark,
people including Kristofferson, Jackie
smokey speak-easy place. "Am I Blue"
DeShannon, and Bob Morrison.
actually came out of the twenties.
Actually, there may be no bad cuts on he
This will not be the last Rita Coolidge
album, but the best songs are not hard to
album I buy. From It's Only Love, I can
choose. "Don't Let Love Pass You By" is
say that she is one of the best musical
up-and-coming on the top 40. For simple
talents today and that she deserves more
happiness Rita offers "Keep the Candle
popularity. In my opinion It's Only Love,
Burning." This is a faster song that
by Rita Coolidge, is the best new album of
by Dave Farmer

the year.
WELL KEPT SECRET
James Last
This is a jazz album, pure and simple.
-Eight familiar songs are given a jazz twist.
There is very little vocal, and on an overall
basis, the album is tiring. "Summertime"
is better by Janis Joplin, who could
improve on The Moody Blues'
"Question"?; and anything by Paul Anka
is a communist plot to drive American
crazy. Many people say that Well Kept
Secret is enjoyable but personally I don't
recommend buying it.
WIND ON THE WATER
David Crosby and Graham Nash
Wind on the Water came out a little while
back, but if you haven't gotten it, you are
missing something. It took me two or three
listenings to find out how good it really
was. Graham Nash's vocals are a bit
strained but his melodies are as smooth as
ever. David Crosby can sing ballads as
well as anyone in the business. The album
is well produced and guests like James
Taylor, Carole King, and Jackson Browne
add spice to the album.

WALTER CARLOS
By Request
The Master of the Moog returns to play
ten of the pieces often requested by
listeners since his first album Switched-on
Bach. He succeeds only in destroying
L&M's "Eleanor Rigby", Bacharach's
"What's New, Pussycat?", and Wagner's
"Wedding March". Then he bores the
listener with three conglomerations of his
own design. However, two Bach
compositions, including "Little 'Fugue in
G Minor", and "Three Dances from
'Nutcracker Suite' ", by Tchzikousky, are
excellent.
The highlight of the album is "Pompous
Circumstances", which is "Pomp and
Circumstance" with any thing from Joplin
to DeCamptown Races to bagpipes thrown
in. A free seven-inch greatest hits record
with it makes buying the album almost
worthwhile.
SIREN
Roxy Music
I couldn't bring myself to listen to the
second side. I am going to find some way to
warp it so I can return it. No musical value
whatsoever. Rolling stones and Bob Dylan
fans will love it, Roxy Music.

Hi-Fi-Fo-Fum
If you have music in your
blood, but you don't have a
goose that lays golden eggs
... order Music Machine.
"455" system gives you
GI ANT sound for a handful of
beans.
A system with natural tone
balance and authentic low
bass — all the music within
your reach. Advents get it all
together with the only
speaker for less than a
hundred bucks that covers
the free bandwidth of real
music from the lowest bass
to highs only a dog can hear.
Te Harmon Kardon 330B
has what it takes to get the
music out with power and
features found on most $300
receivers — a real bargain.
To go with all that power and
response a turntable with
very low noise, the BSR
2310W and matching it
perfectly to ADC mag cart
with its tight, clear, funky
sound. A system that gives
you all the music without
taking all your money.

Got something to say? Say it with pizza.
J'^SP?^ Wii'T'TCl^
Or salads, sandwiches, and beverages of your M\~ f M-^^^f*^
choice. Your private table is waiting,

at the Pizza Hut restaurant.

i» '"llUl-

Our people make it better

SPECIAL Introductory Offer
The PIZZA HUT Restaurant in Clemson now has a tasty, delicious
new sandwich line prepared especially for the college crowd. All
sandwiches served the way you like them...made to order...including Our famous

Sandwich Supreme
Also Hot Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Turkey, Pastrami, Ham and a
super Smoked Sausage.
Just clip out the coupon below and use it today...Limited time only!

Pick up your copy of the Music Machine Stereo Buyers Guide
— Available Now!

Music MACHINE
ONE MILK PAST l-t£ ON T1IK ANDERSON IIWY . ANDERSON
HAMPTON COHNKR. WADK HAMPTON BLVD. GREENVILLE

JMMIY
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Trustees approve beer license application
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
The Clemson University Board of
Trustees voted Saturday to authorize the
University administration to apply to the
South Carolina Alcoholic Beverage Control
(ABC) Commission for a license to sell
draft beer in the Edgar A. Brown
University Union.
Meeting for the first time since
restructuring itself in accordance with an
operational manual adopted in December,
the board approved the University's
applying for the license with one
dissenting vote.
Trustee E. Oswald Lightsey of Hampton
was the only member of the board to
disagree with the majority.
• According to Butch Trent, director of the
University Union, the board's action does
not mean that beer will immediately
become available in the Union building.
He emphasized that the state ABC
Commission must make the final decision
on the question after holding public
hearings at which interested persons are
allowed to speak on the issue.

Trent also explained that even if the
ABC Commission grants the license, the
selling of beer on campus will be limited to
the nightclub area in the Union building
and will occur only as a part of the Student
Union's programming schedule.
"Beer will be sold only on select
weekends when special entertainment is
planned for the nightclub," he said.
"Drinking of beer will be limited to the
nightclub itself, and if necessary we'll
even post people at the doors of the
nightclub to keep anyone from taking beer
out.
"Control is the key. We're going to
experiment for awhile and if things don't
work out we'll give the license back. I'm
not going to allow beer to spoil the Union,"
Trent stated.
Other action taken by the board
Saturday afternoon included the
acceptance of a petition signed by 4169
students and presented by representatives
of the Clemson Players urging the board to
take, action toward providing "adequate
performing arts facilities" at the
University. (See related story on Page .)

The board also gave attention to the
University Traffic Code and amended
sectioih 6-10 of the code to allow for the
impoundment and banishment from
campus of any vehicle belonging to a
person with more than four unpaid parking
violations.
Proper notification must be given the
person before his vehicle can be
impounded, and the person is responsible
for any costs involved.
Trustee Lewis F. Holmes of Trenton
report, d that the board's Student Affairs
Committee had met Friday and
considered the problems of housing for oncampus students.
He noted that over 4000 applications for
admission to the University next year have
already been received and that the
committee is looking for solutions to the
inevitable problem of finding space for all
the students accepted for the coming year.
In other matters, the board passed a
resolution limiting use of the name
"Clemson University" or the word
"Clemson," when used in the context of
Clemson University, the University seal,
and the University symbol to those

organizations, groups, or activities
approved by the board.
The board also voted to reverse its stand
on the establishment of a joint ClemsonUniversity of South Carolina coordinating
committee. Chairman of the Board Paul
W. McAlister of Laurens explained that
further consideration of creating such a
committee had led to the conclusion that
the committee would not be in th« host
interest of Clemson or of the state.
A large portion of the board's meeting
was devoted to the presentation of a report
from Robert C. Edwards, president of the
University.
Edwards explained to the trustees the
events surrounding recent cuts in state
fund allocations to Clemson and other
state-supported colleges and universities.
He commented that due to the
reductions in funds, "The institution has
never faced a more critical time. We're in
a very, very, very serious budgetary
situation."
He added that, in his opinion, the future
of Clemson will be one of "emphasis on
making it, and not on the frills."

Exclusive Dealers In The Area Of The World's Finest
Racquetball Equipment—

Dean Hurst honored
Victor Hurst of Clemson University has
been elected president of the Conference of
Academic Deans of -the Southern States for
1976.
Hurst has been Clemson's vice president
for academic affairs and dean of the
university since 1966.
His election came in Atlanta in
December at the conference's annual
meeting. The conference holds its
meetings in conjunction with the annual
meetings of the Southern Association of

HARRIS

Players

SPORTING GOODS
123 By-Past, Seneca. SC |803] 882-3391
Grant Plaza, Toccoa, Ga. (404) 8664916

Lee and Maverick blue jeans
straight leg and flare.
Also long thermal underwear, boot sox,
knit caps and gloves

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE

OFF
all mounted,
shrink-wrapped

POSTERS
Jan. 16-24

Deli-Style Sandwiches
On Fresh-Baked Bread

THE OPEN
BOOK

university square-302 seneda rd. clemson, s.c.
dial 654-6895 for carry out

M§e6

%

y©urd®ugh>
11-9 MON. - THURS.
11-10 FRI. - SUN.

Colleges and Schools.
Hurst came to Clemson in 1948 as a
member of the diary science faculty. He
was alumni professor of dairy science
from 1962 to 1965, when he became dean of
ihe graduate school.
He earned his bachelor's and master's
degrees at Rutgers University, where he
was a sprinter on the track team and
served as its captain his senior year. H«
earned his Ph.D. in dairy science at the
University of Missouri.

University Square
Shopping Mall

654-6785

(continued from page one)
packed backstage. Lighting is also
severely limited because the ceiling is too
low to suspend lights from. Presently,
lights hang in the space above the front of
the house.
The seating capacity of Daniel Hall
auditorium is 350. People were turned
away from every performance of
"Pormises, Promises" following the
opening night.
Rehearsal space is limited because the
entire College of Liberal Arts uses the
auditorium. Dance rehearsals for
"Promises, Promises" were conducted in
the hallways of Daniel Hall, and almost all
of the rehearsals for "Three Men on a
Horse" were held in the lounges of Strode
Tower, Barksdale stated.
Storage space is another major problem
for the theatre group. The costume room is
so crowded that it is a "fire hazard,"
Barksdale commented. The Players are
currently spending $420 per year for the
use of half a garage for storage space.
Lack of proper dressing rooms is still
another drawback of the present facilities.
The bathrooms Of Daniel Hall are now
used as dressing rooms.
For now, the Clemson Players will
continue to search for $1 million — or
whatever they can get. But for the
Players, things will likely get worse before
they get better. It will be at least a year
before any facilities, temporary or
permanent, can be built.

Ike Tiger

Ford, Jackson rated as front runners in '16
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor

Prepare yourself for a barrage of hand
shaking, speech making, flag waving, and
baby kissing — all in living color. The first
presidential primary (New Hampshire) is
only a few weeks away and everybody
wants a piece of the action.
All in all, eleven Democrats and two
Republicans have declared themselves
candidates for the presidency. There are
no obvious frontrunners among the pack,
as even President Ford faces serious
obstacles to his party's nominations.
Following is a summary of each of the
candidates, with the odds of each man
becoming the next president in
parentheses.
The Republicans
Gerald Ford (5-1). Ford is in the process
of learning that you can't please all of the
people all of the time. To win the
Republican nomination he must play the
conservative, but to keep a chance alive of
winning in November he must play the
moderate.
Thus, Ford comes across as indecisive
and lacking leadership qualities/Even so,
Ford and his campaign staff are banking
that just being the incumbent will be
enough to put him in office for four more
years.
Ronald Reagan (8-1). A star from

Hollywood, Reagan now wants to become
a star in Washington, D.C. He is
concentrating on early primaries in
Florida and New Hampshire, hoping that
he can cripple Ford's campaign before it
gets off the ground.
The latest Gallup poll rates Ford and
Reagan dead even, each with 45 pet.
Although Ronald has an even chance of
deafeating Ford, he seems capable of
beating only the most bumbling of
Democrats.
John Connally (900-1). Connally says he
might enter the race if and only if Ford
loses. Secretary of the Treasury under
Nixon, Connally remains tainted by
Watergate and the milk-pricing scandal
for which he was indicted in Texas.
The Democrats
Henry Jackson (6-1). Scoop's strong
stances against detente and in favor of
defense spending make him a respectable
alternative to George Wallace. With strong
labor support, Jackson could pick up the
large blue-collar worker states, and
possibly win the general election.
Birch Bayh (7-1). Bayh is the most
charismatic of any of the liberals,
appealing to the labor unions, women's
libbers, blacks and young people. With one
primary victory under his belt, and heavy
television coverage, Bayh could pull away
from the other liberals.
Jimmy Carter (8-1). Can a peanut
farmer become president? Jimmy Carter
thinks he can. If he can defeat Wallace in

CUSU PRESENTS

THE COMMUNICATORS

Florida and knock him out of the race,
Carter would become the frontrunner.
Watch out for the peanut farmer—he's also
a nuclear physicist.
Morris Udall (12-1). Udall will have to
eliminate Bayh from, the race to become a
viable candidate. Even then, Udall would
be an unlikely winner. For Mo Udall, his
chances are slim if he can top Bayh, and
none if he cannot.
George Wallace (13-1). Wallace can't
muster enough support to win the
nomination of a basically liberal
Democratic party. Even if he did, his
nomination would only insure the election
of his Republican opponent.
Frank Church (14-1). Church has gained
national publicity as Chairman of the
Senate committee investigating the CIA.
Even so, he is relatively unknown
throughout the nation, a liability that could
prove fatal, especially since he has yet to
organize a campaign staff.
Lloyd Bentsen (20-1). Bentsen, a Senator
from Texas, is about to learn that money
isn't everything. Although he received
$492,000 in Federal matching funds, the
most of any candidate, Bentsen's lack of
support in the early primaries will nail his
political coffin shut.
Fred Harris (25-1). The Senator from
Oklahoma is lost in the crowd and is
unable to do anything about it. Almost no
one is taking Harris's campaign serously,
and unless things change drastically,
Harris will remain a nobody through the

entire campaign.
Terry San ford (250-1). Sanford must
enjoy running for president — he can't
really believe he might win. In 1972, he was
defeated in his home state of North
Carolina, and he will likely lose there
again.
Milton Shapp (300-1). The highest office
Shapp has held to date has been the
Governorship of Pennsylvania, and this
may well remain the case after 1976 has
gone by.
Robert Byrd (350-1). Byrd became the
11th Democrat to declare only days ago.
Now a Senator from West Virginia, Byrd
was formerly a member of the Ku Klux
Klan. With this background, there's no
way he can win.
Sargent Shriver (450-1). After being the
vice-Presidential nominee on the
Democratic ticket in 1972, Shriver cannot
recover from his association with
McGovern. His Kennedy ties are unlikely
to help him, except in Massachusetts.
Ellen McCormack (4000-1). An unknown
from Bellmore, N. Y., she is fighting
against legalized abortion.
Robert Kelleher (9000-1). Kelleher wants
to change the American form of
government to a parliamentary system.
Hubert Humphrey (no odds). HHH is a
noncandidate, but he could easily win the
Democratic nomination if the convention
were deadlocked.
With thirteen declared candidates, and
still more politicians waiting in the wings,
this could be a very long bicentennial year.

The

Grocery
Mon., Tues., and Wed.,

Jan. 19, 20, 21

MOTHER'S
FINEST
Back for a return engagement.
Everyone should see this act!
Thurs., Jan. 22

Tues., Jan. 20th 9 pm

Union Nightclub
Admission 50*
January IS, 1976

HOT NUTS
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 23 & 24

BROTHERS & SISTERS
J
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New business to sell 'milk cartons' of beer
by Barbara Pinder

Clemson students now have two new
places to spend their money and enjoy
their leisure time.
" Two new businesses, The Store and The
Bookstore, opened in Clemson near the
intersection of College Avenue and Seneca
Road on Jan. 5, 1976.
The managers of the businesses
indicated that the location of both
establishments (just across the street
from M&H Hall) is an advantage to any
student without a car.

The Store, owned by Randy Yeargan and
Doug Raines, sells groceries, magazines
and health aids. Yeargan said that a beer
license was unanimously approved by the
Clemson City Council. He added that
students can get a "milk carton" of beer as
a unique purchase.
Yeargan, who was graduated from
Clemson in May 1975, has had ten years
experience with grocery work. He felt that
there was a "definite need for a close-by
store for the students." Yeargan added
that although local grocery stores have
cheaper prices, students' find it
inconvenient to walk the greater distance
for lower prices.

According to Yeargan, The Store was
leased from Tommy Skelton on Nov. 1. He
added that the inside was totally
remodeled from a former pool hall.
The Bookstore, a new bar owned by
Larry Allen and Jimmy Lanford is located
in the old Tiger Paw Lounge in Clemson.
According to Danny Nichols, bartender
at The Bookstore, the Bookstore's name
was originated by Allen and Lanford who
also own The Library Club.
Nichols said Tuesday that although The
Bookstore has no stage presently, the
establishment soon may start booking
bands. He added that The Bookstore also
offers foosball and pinball machines for

student enjoyment.
Remodeling on the present building was
begun the first week in December,
according to Nichols.
"We hope to make the students happy
and not to rip them off," said Nichols about
the intentions of the new bar. He added
that a bar in Clemson was one of the best
ways to make money and give the students
something to do.
According to Nichols, a beer license was
easily obtained because the former
establishment had previously owned one.
The Bookstore also has Happy Hour from
1-3 p.m. each day, said Nichols.

Student Government announces $980 deficit
by Jake Clark
The Student Government Steering
Committee issued a memorandum this
week establishing new policies concening
expenditures by the members of Student
Government.
The guidelines came as a result of the
announcement of an approximate $980
deficit which the governing body has
incurred over the first semester. The
memorandum outlines the steps to be
taken thus:
1) All expenditures must be approved by
the student body treasurer

—

2) There is a moratorium on the use of
central services except for senate
minutes, fliers, etc.
3) No new projects can be started and no
new equipment can be purchased
4) Any exceptions i..ast be approved by
the steering committee.
Student Body Treasurer Jack Bunning
called the policies "controls" designed to
help student government cut back for the
rest of the semester and noted that some
would probably carry over to next year.
Bunning also stated that he will submit
,recommendations for next year, also.
Bunning attributed the problem to a lack

of control by the steering committee in
keeping track of monies used by the
various agencies of student government.
The major expenses comprising the
deficit are the printing cost of the Teacher
Evaluation Booklets at $1331 representing
an estimated $581 cost overrun from the
steering committee allocation of $750 and
the across-the-board cut from the
University ($480).
Treasurer Bunning added, moreover,
that in previous years there has never
been any real effort to exert control over
the organization's spending because none
has been deemed necessary. If a
committee needed something, they simply

made the necessary purchase, and
payment was handled by> the Student
Affairs Office. The treasurer received a
monthly report.
The present economic situation, with the
across-the-board cut from the University
and the withdrawal of the support of the
Alumni Association, which gave Student
Government $3000 last year, has
necessitated a close watch and recording
of spending.
When asked where the money to make
up the unpaid bills would come from,
Bunning stated that student government
would have to apply to the Student
Government Finance Committee for
emergency funding to cover the deficit.

Your Last Chance This
Semester to Rent a Fridge

OR/11MJ/UIOl
1MIE.

Will Be Monday, Jan. 19
From 2:30-4:30
Rental Will Be in the Basement

CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2-YEAR AFROTC PROGRAM.
What's up after college? That question is enough to
get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry,
too. But their immediate future (and longer if they choose)
is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
■ good job . . . Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions.
Financial security. And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a
great 2-year AFROTC program still available to you. Look
into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised.
And pleasantly rewarded.

For more information contact

AFROTC,
Tillman Hall
656-3254/3255

of Bradley Hall
Supply is Limited!
i

s

00

30 Needed

*20 plus a *1000
Refundable Deposit
(Cash Accepted)

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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Senate rejects two Foster appointments
by Jake Clark
In the first session for the Spring '76
semester, the Student Senate sent the only
major piece of legislation before it back to
committee. In addition, several
appointments were considered and
nominations for senate accepted.

whether to institute the policy now used in
the women's housing or to continue with
none at all.
This bill would not effect visitation
hours, but deals with the check-in, checkout system. This legislation was deemed
necessary in order to comply with HEW
Title IX guidelines prohibiting sex
discrimination. The referendum was to be
held in conjunction with usual student
government elections in March.
Discussion was centered around the
possibility of an earlier date, how HEW
wants the election held, and who would
fund the referendum. It was felt that the

APPOINTMENTS
In the initial business of the night, Ed
Johnson was accepted by acclamation as
Department of Services Chairman.
Johnson had served temporarily in that
position since the resignation of Frances
Miller late last semester.
Two court appointments were rejected
after much debate when it was determined
that a two-thirds vote was required to
confirm all but temporary summer
appointments. In that action, Mike William Green DesChamps Jr. of
Davidson was proposed for Supreme Court Bishopville has been elected a life trustee
and Kirstie Kenney was considered for of Clemson University.
DesChamps, who was elected as a life
High Court.
trustee in December, succeeds Frank J.
Jervery, who resigned in November from
SENATE OFFICE NOMINATIONS
Senate President Sam Ingram accepted his trusteeship after serving on the board
nominations for next year's senate officer since 1965.
In accordance with Thomas Green
positions. Elections will be held next week.
Nominated for president are Pat Warren Clemson's will, the Board of Trustees
and Matt Watkins. President pro-tempore consists of 13 members, seven selfcandidates are Mike Newman and Stone perpetuating life trustees and six elected
Workman. Polly Elkins is a candidate for by the General Assembly of South Carolina
secretary. Nominees for the office of clerk for terms of four years.
DesChamps, 57, is a 1938 Clemson
are Bob Carlson and Jim Tolley.
Nominations remain open throughout the graduate. He is president of Bishopville
Petroleum Co., Inc., the Bishopville Cotton
week.
A bill was introduced by Senator Mike and Ginning Co., and is owner of Shell
Baxley calling for a referendum to Transport Co.
Mayor of Bishopville since 1958,
determine the visitation policy in each
dorm. Women would vote whether to DesChamps is director of Peoples Bank
continue,the present policy or have no and Home Federal Savings and Loan
policy at all. Men, in turn, would vote Association and is on the IPTAY board of

university should provide money for this
since it is the one that will be affected by
an HEW ruling. After considerable debate,
the bill was sent to committee for
reworking and clarification.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
The Academic Affairs Committee
chairman Mike Newman, reported that
the student advisor list had been compiled
for 28 majors. Anyone seeking information
concerning the student advisor project
should contact Newman (656-7103) or the
student government office (656-2150).

FOOD SERVICES
Food services committee Chairman
Matt Watkins presented a letter of
appreciation from the Salvation Army
expressing thanks to the students of
Clemson University for the contribution of
$1500 raised at the World Hunger Day
observance.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The senate was reminded to spread the
word to all organizations informing them
to pick up a budget request form for the
'76-'77 year.

Wm. DesChamps chosen life trustee
directors at Clemson.
He received in 1962

the

Alumni

Distinguished Service Award presented by
the Clemson Alumni Association.

Taps

A representative of R.L. Bryan
Company, printers of Taps, Ed Wylie at
first offered no comment but later allowed
that up to now everything is fine.
In contrast with these statements,
Myers first stated that there "was still a
(continued from page one)
chance of not putting out the yearbook
without Steve and Pat, "because it would
working with photography now. We have leave only one person on the photography
to cut down a little on the size of the book. staff. However, Myers later commented
Also in personnel we're behind."
that "we need to get some more
The cutback in size is considered by staff photographers but I don't expect any delay
members as minimum and is not directly on the book. This has set us back a couple
the result of the firing of Stevens and Jobe. of days but we'll get things going again."

SANDWICHES
PIZZAS
BREAD BAKED FRESH DAILY
Choice of crust regular or thick.
JO"

14"

17"

FOOTLONG
$1.90- y2-$1.10

DOUGH MADE FRESH DAILY
Cheese
Onion
Green Pepper
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Ground Beef
Olive (Green)
Olive (Black)
Anchovy

1.80
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
.40
4.00

Shrimp
Mushroom
Ham
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
CHANELO'S SUPREME

3.25
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.7S
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
.SO
550

3.80
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
.60
6.50

SUBMARINE
Ham. Salami, Sauce. Cheese, Baked
MEATBALL SANDWICH
Meatballs ft Meat Sauce
HOAGIE
Him, Salami, Mustard, Mayonnaise
Olive Oil, Lettuce ft Tomato
VERSUVIAN STEAK
Hamburger Steak, Lettuce ft Tomato
Mustard, Mayonnaise

.-";\..;*

HAM ft CHEESE
-Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Mustard
PASTRAMI
Pastrami, Pickle ft Mustard

DINNERS

ROAST BEEF DIP
Roast Beef, Mustard, Tomato
Spaghetti ft Meat Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti, & Meat Balls with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti ft Mushroom Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti, Mushroom ft Meat Balls with Hot Garlic Bread
Meat Ravioli with Hot Garlic Bread
Lasagne with Hot Garlic Bread
Italian Salad .55
Garlic Bread .45
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Extra Meat Ball .25
.55
Cheese Bread

1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
Z60
2.75

BEVERAGES
Coke - Root Beer - Sprite
Iced Tea or Coffee

.30
.20

FAST - FREE DELIVERY 654-6990
$1 MINIMUM ON CAMPUS
$2 MINIMUM IN CITY LIMITS
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Ribbon cutting ceremony opens Union building
by Nate Childs
The Edgar A. Brown University Union
officially opened today with a ribbon
cutting ceremony held in the loggia lobby
of the Student Union.
The ceremony began at 12:30 p.m. and
was attended by Dean Cox, Student Union
staff members and guests from the
association of Unions International. The
Grand Opening marks the end of almost
three years of construction.
With the completion of the Student Union
comes the opening of the loggia lounge and
lobby, student government offices, and the
Night Club.
The bowling alley, billiards room, and
game room have been open since the
beginning of last semester, but due to the
lack of furniture and construction
difficulties, the official opening was
delayed.
The student government offices, senate
chamber and high court chamber are
located across the Union plaza, opposite
the loggia. Student government's new
telephone number is 656-2195.
The newly completed loggia is located on
the third level of the Union Building. The
loggia is the "family room" of the campus
as it provides comfortable furniture for
relaxation, space for meeting friends,
videotape programming, ticket schedules,
and a large campus calendar.
The Union information desk on the
loggia is opened to provide information on
Union and campus events. Across from the
information desk is the Union art gallery.
The gallery is open for scheduled arts and
craft exhibits as well as for
demonstrations and special interest

displays.
Jayne Older man's Band will provide
opening entertainment for the newly
completed night club. Union officials hope
that the Night Club, located on the first
level, will soon acquire a beer license.
The Student Union will seek live
entertainment on a regular basis for the
night club with a "minimal" cover charge.
With the license, beer will only be served
on weekends when entertainment is
present, according to Art Hartzog, Student
Union Program Director.

In the sports field, Jim Rempe,
professional billiard player, offered advice
and gave demonstrations to students.
Patty Costello, professional bowler offered
a bowling clinic.
The Student Union was begun in 1973
after years of consideration. The project
cost approximately 3.5 million dollars.
With the grand opening, all major
construction, except for work on the
ballroom, has been completed. Upon
completion, the ballroom will be available
for organizational dances and banquets.

Numerous activities and guests marked
the opening of the Student Union.
Activities included a Blue Grass Concert in
the Plaza by "Gritz," and a table for
people interested in becoming involved in
the Student Union. Information bookets on
the Student Union were also handed out.
John Kennedy, a magician, was part of
the entertainment provided for the grand
opening. He performed numerous acts and
tricks informally. Another feature was Ed
Chambers who made figures out of
balloons and distributed them to the
students.

Budget slashed by eight percent
by Jennifer Fennell
Associate Editor
In accordance with a recommendation
to the South Carolina State Legislature by
the Commission on Higher Education,
Clemson University has received an eight
percent budget cut. However, according to
Walter T. Cox, vice president for student
affairs, the administration has not passed
all university segments.
The reason for these exceptions is that
every area cannot be cut eight percent.
Cox stated, "There was a review made of
the budget, and we cut it (the budget)
where we thought there would be the least
damage." As an example of an area which
was not cut, Cox used the department of
English.
"Our English department, like most
Liberal Arts departments, is run on a
fairly tight budget. As a matter of fact,
most of the English department's funds
are used to pay salaries. Therefore, it is

For example, WSBF is running a
relatively tight budget. When they
discovered that their $15,900 budget was
being cut to $14,946, their business
director, Denny Langston, held a meeting
with other senior staff members. At this
meeting, it was decided that the senior
staff honorarium will be cut in order to aid
in the compliance with $954 cut from their
budget.
Many other areas are being cut in order
to comply with this eight percent budget
cut. Among these cuts is the Student
Handbook. Unfortunately, in spite of the
fact that Clemson University students pay
higher percentages of the actual cost of
their educations than students at any other
state-supported school, according to Paul
McAlister, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, it seems that this is still not
enough money to run the University.
However, Cox stated that the budget was
being cut in such a way that there is "no
loss in effective programming."

not economically feasible for that
department."
Out of the total budget for activities such
as athletics, university union programs,
student government, WSBF, Tiger and
Taps, six percent or a total of $34,343.75
was cut from the original $643,842.44
allocated.
Several organizations did not receive
any budget cuts. Included in this group are
cheerleaders, choral music, and student
bands. According to Cox, the reason for
this is that these organizations have been
allotted the same amount of funds that
they were allotted last year. Actually, they
do not have sufficient funds to operate on
as it is and they have applied for additional
funds.
The athletic program was allotted
$240,000 originally. They have received a
six percent cut (14,400); therefore, they
are left with $225,600. This budget cut has
resulted in somewhat drastic measures for
some organizations.

SPRING BREAK TRIP,

- WELCOME BACK STUDENTS -

TO DAYTONA

Come Play and Enjoy Yourselves

BEACH

WE HAVE THE CHEAPEST AND COLDEST BEER IN TOWN.
—Sold in 12 oz. bottles only —

March 13-20,1976

MICHELOB
BUDWEISER
MILLER

sponsored by CUSU

SCHILTZ
MILLER LIGHT
OLD MILWAUKEE

-ALL BEER 40^

Package includes:
-Round trip bus transportation from Clemson to Daytona
Beach.
-Round trip bus transportation from Daytona Beach to
Disney World.
-Seven nights accommodation at the Holiday Inn-Daytona
Beach Shores, (beachfront motel)
-Entrance to Walt Disney World, unlimited use of the
theme park's transportation system, and an eight
attraction coupon book.
Price per person:
-Based on two to a room,

$155.00

-Based on three to a room,

$130.00

-Based on four to a room,

$120.00

More information and sign-up at the Union info desk
Bring $10.00 deposit.

pajelO

at
UNIVERSITY SQUARE SHOPPING MALL
-NEXT TO HARDEES
FOOSBALL
AIR HOCKEY
PINBALL
TANK

FLIPPERS
PRO BOWLING
BUMPER POOL
SHOOTING GAMES
AND MANY, MANY MORE

654-1369
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Letters.

(continued from page two)
week, a petition urging the
University Trustees "to take
appropriate action toward the
improvement and expansion of
Clemson's performing arts
facilities.','
the members of the University
community who signed the
petition for thereby showing their
support of the musical and
dramatic arts and their desire for
the early provision of adequate
facilities for these arts at their
school.
A delegation of Players
presented the petition bearing
4169 signatures to the trustees
during their meeting on Jan. 10.
The trustees then indicated that
though no immediate action to
initiate plans for building a
performing arts center can be
taken due to the current financial
difficulties which the University
faces, the need for such a center
will remain outstanding in their
minds as they plan for Clemson's
future as an institution of
education culture.
Alfred E.Willis

Tarheel
complaints
This letter is in reference to the
televised game—Clemson vs.
UNC. The telecast opened with a
most attractive cheerleader
welcoming all to Littlejohn, and
that was about the last we saw or

heard of any cheerleader action,
except for some shots of
motionless, silent, orange-clad
co-eds with a "C" on their front! I
realize with the extra bleachers
in front of the student section, it's
hard to set up your cheering.
Would a microphone help?
Anyway, with a little thought and
planning something could be
worked out.
And as for the student body,
maybe you need to get behind
your cheerleads more. Jim
Thacker even commented that
the Clemson fans had gone to
sleep. If you think the game was
not worth cheering about, then
maybe you need to mature along
with the team! A Clemson fan
never goes to sleep even if they're
down by a 100 points. I'll admit
winning is more fun than loosing
but that's life.
Where the blame lies for the
probation and all the "doings"
about basketball I do not know
but it's not Bill Foster's fault or
the teams. I think they deserve
more than they got from the fans
and the cheerleaders. After all it
was their first conference game
and Foster's first ACC game.
Remember they went in with a 92 record and that should warrant
a round of applause.
They have enough against
them already so organize, get
behing the Tigers and GO!
A Tiger fan

Marable
lambasted
Editor Note: This letter is a reply
to Bill Marable's letter concerning Al Willis' poetry in the
CHRONICLE and his criticism of
Kerry Capps appearing in the
November 20, 1975 issue of the
TIGER.
Bill Marable obviously knows
Al Willis, the poet of the two
controversial poems appearing in
last semester, CHRONICLE, but
as to his understanding of "exotic
creatures," and bull dykes he is
in oblivion. Al's "Embrace I"
and "Embrace II" are not
"unhealthy" poetry as Mr.
Marable has graciously explained to the TIGER'S readers.
These poems are merely images Nov. 20,1975 issue of the TIGER.
himself called his poetry "mere
images".
Those of us who are sensitive
and intelligent enough to understand human nature in its
entirety deeply resent Mr.
Marable and other's train of
thought.
Just
because
homosexuality is deviant in the
eyes of society does not it is
unnatural and "unhealthy".
People like Mr. Marable and
others seemingly can not understand the other side of the
coin.
Al's poetry is merely an image,

a mental picture or impression.
He neither voices approval of
"boys meeting underneath a tree
for kissing there clandestinely"
nor does he voice disapproval.
We feel, and I also know Mr.
Willis feels that he is merely
creating an image of how society

makes homosexuals (male or
female) hide under "trees" so to
speak. We are forced to feel
"embarrassment" and "fright"
because of the society we have so
blindly been socialized into by
our fore-fathers. ,
, .
A people-lover

Placement Schedule
Further information may be obtained
from the placement office, seventh level,
above the loggia CS6-2152).
Special Note: Students scheduling
interviews should leave completed College
Interview Forms in the placement office at
the time of signing up so the recruiters can
review the forms prior to the scheduled
interviews.
Interview Date

Preferred Majors
of Students

Company

Mon., Jan. 26

Reliance Electric

fE, MET, ET, Anv technical majors interested in sales

Tues., Jan. 27

Deering Milliken

ChE, EE, ME, ET, AM, IM, TC, Text, TT. Should have
interest in prdtn supvsn. industrial and plant engineering
Chem,ChE.EE,ME,AM, IM, TCText, TT

Tues., Jan. 27

Cone Mills

Wed., Jan. 28

Deering Milliken

See above

Wed., Jan. 28

Firestone

ME, ET, IM

Wed., Jan. 28

Davy Powergas

^

EE

'

CHE

'

CE

'

ME

'

ET

Wed., Jan. 28

Peace Corps

unknown

Thurs., Jan. 29

Square D Co

EE, ME for technical sales

Thurs., Jan. 29

Southern Railway

CE, ME, ET

Thurs., Jan. 29

EPA

CE, ESE, WRE

Thurs., Jan. 29

FMC

Thurs., Jan. 29

Peace Corps

Fri., Jan. 30

Duke Power

Chemical
unknown
EE, ME, ET — primarily Plant Maintenance, &
Operation, Dist. Engineering and Marketing, Design
Engineering

CLEMSON

All student organizations
are reminded that the
deadline for budget requests

SS*PLANT & GARDEN CENTER

•^

(formerly Lodge's Garden Center)
654-6055

Monday

thru

Turn right after
R. R. tressel -

Saturday
Jan. 19-24

Across from
Kentucky
Fried Chicken

is February 1, 1976.
FREE
Plant Guides

Indoor & Outdoor

Pick up forms
in the student government

Plants & Supplies
Garden Equipment

Cut Flowers

Sand Terrariums

Craft & Hobby Center

office on the plaza.

(the pretty no* building).

10% DISCOUNT
Everything in Store During Grand Opening
Plus
MANY OTHER SPECIALS

January 15,1976
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UNIVERSITY STEREO
Located In The University Square Mini-Mall, Clemson

Open 10 am - 6 pm Monday Thru Saturday — Phone 664 4400
Clock and
Table Radios

JUST RECEIVED
SOUR ME-805

GB
SPECIAL
Lafayette
Save $20
"Rapid Grip
Our Price
Trunk Mount
Base
Loaded
$
Antenna
39" Steel Whip
No Holes To Drill
• 23 Channel Transceiver
• 5 watts input with range boost
• Greater talk power Delta tune
• Works on positive or negative ground
• Sensitive and selective receiver

139

Model 1060 Stereo
Amplifier

Model 1030 Stereo
Amplifier

Save $40.00

Save $30.00

Normally $239.95

Normally $179.95

Now

$

NOW 149I95

1 «l«ll«fV

• 30 Watts Per Channel • 15 Wajts Per Channel
• Conservatively Rated • Lower Power Version of 1060
» 3 Year Warranty
• 3 Year Warranty

95

23-Channell Transceiver Motor & Pa

39.95

Portable Cassette
Recorders from $27.95
SSB/AM Mobile CB Rig

$
Only

I

• O

249.95

11

0\>

Pioneer SX-636
stereo receiver

Our Price Is

319.00

DCX 3000 ICA
Matrix & SE
Decoders
• Specials Controls
• 40 Watts All
Channels Driven
Reg. $199.95
Now

DCX3250

'179.95

'299.95

The value priced

SR-51

Slide Rule Calculator

Performs logs,
trig,
hyperbolics, powers, roots,
reciprocals, factorials,
linear regression mean,
variance and standard
deviation Reg. $149.95

Square roots, logarithms,
memory, other functions

APF Mark 30
Calculator

$

Just 49.95
AC adapter for SR -16II AC
9180
|i

'4.95

NEW RELEASES IN STOCK
Bob Dylan — Design

$

WE SELL ALL 6.95 LIST LP'S

FOR $4.79

Pre-Recorded Eight Traok And Cassette Tapes
$
OUR PRICE

BASF Blank Tape
REG. OUR
PRICE
3.75
2.18
5.60
3.18
2.85
1.69
4.25
2.45

5.49

8TRACK
45MIN.
64MIN.
90MIN.

REG.
3.10
3.35
3.75

REEL TO REEL
1800 LH
SONYSLH

REG.
8.75
7.99

OUR
PRICE
1.75
1.89
2.10

OUR
PRICE
5.45
5.99

Dobie Gray —
A New Ray Of Sunshine

50 Watts

Reg. $249.95
Now

'199.95

$

29.95

Plus AC adapter
save $10.00

Metro Sound MS-308
Auto Cassette Tape Player

Jethro Tull The Best Of Tull
Janis Ian — Aftertones

3CX31001C
Strapping
Amplifiers

« VU Meters For
Channel
Adjustment
• Sensitive Tuner
• 55 Watts
Reg. $349.95

The New Tl SR16 II

ords
<*mm zm

Mptt

List $349.95

Save $30.95

Save $25.00 AC adapter
included. Only 2 in stock.

34.95

Quad-Stereo Receivers

Minimum of 25 watts per channel the under .57 sensitive tuner

Sale 124.95

CRO2C-60
CRO2C-90
C-60
C-90

Any car that can receive
AM can now receive CB, all
23 channels, using the
existing car antenna.

Stereo buys limited quantities
on these Hems

$

CASSETT

The
Tenna
Crystal
Controlled
CB Converter

In Stock Lafayette SS8-7S

Suppressor carrier for greater effective range
and "tail power" less interference

Texas Instruments
skte rule calculator

List $7.98

From

$

'35.95
compact (only 50mmh x 118mmw
x 154 mmd) fast forward and
reject
METRO SOUND MS-105-2

Ohio Players —
Rattlesnakes
NeB Young — Zuma

Be Sure To Pick Up Our
"Prospector's Almanac".
It Is A Helpful Guide For
Planning Your
Future Stereo System.

METRO SOUND
MS-105-2
Door Type
Deluxe Chrome Speakers

$585
Two 4" speakers plus grills.
Complete with wings and hardware.
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Johnstone fires cause $8000 in damages
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
Approximately $8000 in damages has
been done to Johnstone Hall in recent
weeks as a result of fires in three
dormitory rooms, according to University
officials.
At the same time, the number of false
fire alarms coming from Johnstone has
risen sharply. There have been 30 such
false alarms in the building in the two
weeks since the beginning of the semester.
The most extensive damage done to the
building is a result of a fire on the fifth
floor of E section. The fire began in E527
during the last week of classes of last
semester.
Manning N. Lomax, director of
University residence halls, estimated the
costs of repairing the room and the
neighboring room, E525, at $7000.
Friday, a fire in A619 of Johnstone
resulted in the burning of the closet
section, and Lomax estimated that the cost
of replacing the closet and affected areas
would be about $1000.
Still another fire, this one in C section
and of a relatively minor nature, occurred
Tuesday night.
According to Lomax and the University
Fire Department, the exact causes of the
fires have not yet been determined.
Concerning Friday's fire in A section
Lomax explained, "The fire started in the
closet closest to the door. Someone could
have i thrown a cigarette down which

rolled the door, or perhaps fireworks
thrown into the room.
"The last fire (the one in E section last
semester) began in an area of electrical
items; this one (A619) did not."
Roy Rochester, assistant vice president
for the physical plant, stated that
Tuesday's fire in C section was caused by a
coffee pot which had been left plugged in
and unattended.
Rochester said that the state fire
marshal recently studied Johnstone and
made two suggestions: either increase the
amount of electrical power available in the
building or cut the amount of power being
used.
Rochester explained that the cost of
increasing available power in Johnstone
would be between $200,000 and $300,000.
Since state law forbids the use of state
funds to support auxiliary enterprises at
state schools, dorm residents would have
to pay for increased power by paying
higher room fees.
On the point of decreasing the power
used in the residence hall, Rochester and
Lomax both encouraged students to obey
University regulations against having
electrical appliances in dorm rooms.

"We've got to stop these senseless acts
by a few students," Lomax said in
reference to the false alarms.
Lt. Charles Owen of the fire department
echoed Lomax's concern and warned, "We
definitely will prosecute anyone caught
tampering with a fire alarm.

"The more electrical appliances in use
— especially those which produce heat —
the greater the danger of fire," Rochester
stated.
Officials also expressed great concern
over the number of false alarms being
pulled in Johnstone.

The Clemson University Alumni
Association has announced the selection of
five men to receive the 1976 Alumni
Distinguished Service Awards, the
association's highest honor.
The awards will be formally presented
to the five South Carolina natives during
alumni reunion weekend in June.
Recipients, chosen by the Alumni

++++++++++++++++++++++++++
COUNTRY STARS

and they're causing everybody else a lot ot
irritation and danger."
All officials contacted by the Tiger urged |
that students cooperate in helping
apprehend persons pulling false alarms]
Owen concluded, "We're here to protect
the students, and we need the students help |
in providing ths protection.

"There're only a few students doing this.

English hour to feature
graduate student papers
The English Hour, a monthly
presentation of Clemson University's
English department, will feature the
readings of two graduate papers Tuesday
at 8 p.m. at the first-floor lounge of Strode
Tower.
The papers were written during 1975 by
English graduate students and are
considered by the English faculty to be of
superior quality.

Charles Sides will read his paper entitled I
"Love, Darkness, and the Narrator in I
Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde: An|
Allegorical In'trpretation."
Anne Hawks will present a paper "So|
Many Tricks, So Many Toys."
Coffee will be served during the halfl
hour preceeding the readings which are|
open to the public.

Five to receive awards
National Council from nominations madel
by alumni, are:
George H. Aull Jr. (Class of 1944) ofI
Columbia; Dr. Ottis R. Causey C27),J
Cleveland, S.C; Dr. H. Hugh Dukes C15),
Des Moines, Iowa; Thomas M. HunterI
C09), and George M. Moore C58), both of |
Clemson.

*

*

Pendleton
Road
Behind
Armory

presents

"In Person"
J Thursday Evening — At 8 P.M. — January 29, 1976 *
yL
The fantastic

*

Before The Next Teardrop Falls
Wasted Days And Wasted Nights
Secret Love
Since I Met You, Baby
Wild Side Of Life

MEL
TILLIS

12 oz.

Looking For Tomorrow
Heart Over Mind
Ruby Don't Take Your Love ToJ
Town
Detroit City
Woman In The Back Of My Mind )f-

$ At LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM *
■^

riomcnn
Clem son, Snuth
South Carolina

Ticket Prices

^~

$

*4 • 5 • *6 <Pius 25c seat tax)

All Seats Reserved

Mail Orders Being Taken Now!
Make Check Payable To:
COUNTRY STARS
P.O. BOX 1552
CLEMSON, S.C. 29631

Reservations can be made
by calling 882-1336.

Reserve Now For Best Seating! ! !
*
*

Tickets also available at:
R.D.S. Discount — Seneca
Kaybee Boutique — Anderson

*
*
**************************

B J Music — Greenville

1$ 1976

*& JP"* '

SUPER MA&KET&il
CLOSE MON., TUE., WED.-7:00 PM
THUR., FRI., SAT-9:00 PM

The incomparable

* FREDDY
FENDER

T^
^T*
)^•u
3

Old

$149

1
OLD MIL
16 oz.
$179
1
PABST
+
Whole Fryers 39
Ground Beef
a six-pak

a six-pak

alb.!

alb.

Dixie Crystals

5 lbs.

Sugar

with $7.50 order
or more

CriSCO

3 lb. can

Shortening

*

limit l with $10.00 order
I. 3$ (*§' I*
*>■-%

Student legal staff overworked, understaffed
by Richard Byrd
Ad Manager
Keith Tener, student court's chief legal
advisor, says that his staff is overworked
and understaffed.
"We have only eight active advisors at
the moment and to do our job properly, we
need 15 to 20 people," commented Tener.
"The legal advisor's job is to make sure
that the student is fully aware of the

options he or she has." The advisor has to
attend weekly meetings, prepare cases,
and observe court proceedings.
Qualifications are fundamental — interest
and dedication.
"We gradually break the person in,"
said Tener. The individual is exposed to
court procedure on a first-hand basis.
"Before we allow a new advisor to handle
a case alone, we require the person to
double up with an experienced advisor,"
he added. The advisor defends and

SAVE • SAVE • SAVE
ON YOUR FILM DEVELOPING
C-126-12
0-126-20
C-110-12

3.99
5.99
4.36

0-110-20
0-135-20

6.60
6.60

135,126 110 exp. slides 2.95
Super 8 and Regular 8 Movies 3.15

CAMPUS CAMERA
654-6900

univ. square mall
A FUQUA COMPANY

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS We think this weeks movie is one of the years funniest
films. PLUS In the next few weeks we will be offering you
"3 DAYS OF THE CONDOR", "HUSTLE", "SHERLOCK
HOLMES SMARTER BROTHER" just to name a few.
It's the some two dudes from "Uptown Saturday Night".
but this time they're bock with kid dyn-o-mitel

SIBREV POITIER • Bibb COSBV
iIMIIIIIS WftbKER
1

ALSOSWWW;-

-AS aOOTNET FAfiNSWOHTH

£ *H LET'S 00 IT ftGft M

astro 3 theatre m
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670

M9fM

investigates cases that arise in student
court.
When questioned about the case load
Tener replied, "we handled 15 cases last
semester. Already this semester we have
been faced with six cases."
Tener also expressed concern over other
court' matters. "I am especially
disappointed in the senate's failure to
approve Student Body President Foster's
nomination of Mike Davidson for Supreme
Court.
"Most problems suffered by the courts
this year have been a direct result of
inexperienced members. The courts have
been forced to operate under cramped
conditions — sharing facilities with a

thousand and one other branches of
student government," continued Tener.
Tenner also commented that the success
of the student courts falls on the students.
"They must put responsible people in each
part of the system. Much valid legislation
has been approved in the past year by the
student senate that should go a long way
toward improving our credibility," he
added.
Tener urged any interested student to
contact student government on the plaza
and leave their name. He added that low
court meets on Thursday nights at 8:15.
"It is interesting to observe, even if you
do not get directly involved in the court
system," Tener concluded.

TAKE
OFE
And get in on Navy Aviation.
To qualify you must have a college
degree (or be on your way to one), and
you must measure up to our physical
standards. That's the easy part.
Now the not-so-easy part. There's
plenty of work—both on the ground and
in the air—before you're on your own.
Aviation School for your commission.
Flight School for your wings.
Later, a specialty. Jets. Multi-engine
planes. Helicopters.
In the Navy, the sky's the limit.

Be someone special.
Fly Navy.

For more information on how to take off, talk to
your local Navy Recruiter in person. Or call him.
Laughs Start At
7:0OAnd9:0O
Sat. Matinee at 3:00

The Navy Information Team will be at the Student Center
January 19-23. Come by and find out where you stand
or call toll free: 1-800-922-2824.
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SMATS
Foster sees improvement

as

key

by Charles Jacobs
Co-Sports Editor
Following the opening of the "second «
season" of Clemson basketball, a rather
lop-sided loss to North Carolina and a 10296 victory over Duke, Coach Bill Foster
felt that he has reasons to be optimistic.
The Tigers, now 1-1 in the ACC and 1-3
overall, exhibited a good deal of talent for
such a young team. "We're probably the
youngest team in a very tough league."
Four members of the conference,
Maryland, North Carolina State, Wake
Forest, and North Carolina, are in the top
twenty, and no game is going to be easy.
We are really going to have difficulty on
the road, but the boys feel good and will
give 100 per cent. They aren't afraid of
anybody."
Despite the #bugh schedule facing the
Tigers, Foster doesn't foresee another
game such as North Carolina's victory at
Littlejohn. "That game was like two
different games. During the second half,
they killed us on fast-break conversions.
We left men off the boards and they still
beat us down. Our offense was hesitant and
we blew a lot of the opportunities that we
had to even the game. I feel that the team
got kind of discouraged and slacked up.
When Tree (Rollins) started to hesitate,
the whole team let up."
"Although Tree is a big factor in our
game, he's not the only factor we've got
and we can't play our game as though he
is. He's an excellent player, but he's going
to have slack evenings. It's up to the rest of
the team to pick up for him."
Overall, Foster is satisfied with the
progress that his team is making. He feels
that the Clemson team is beginning to act
more as a unit than it previously has. "It
has been difficult for the players to make
concessions to aid the team effort, but
they're starting to do so. Theirattitude has
really been great. We've improved slowly
and the individuals have become more of a
team.
"We're very young, the youngest team
in the ACC. Wake Forest was a young team
last year and went 2-10 in the conference.
This year they have "basically the same
team and they're fifth in the nation. That's
the difference a year makes."
Despite the youth of the Tiger squad,
coach Foster feels that they are becoming
a contender in the ACC. "We have a good
outside shooting from Derrick (Johnson)
and Colon (Abraham), and other teams
are starting to realize this. When they go
out to cover our guards, it leaves one man
on Tree. When he's having a good night
that just won't be enough to stop him."
Two additional factors working in the
Tiger's favor are team spirit and a lack of
extra pressure. Foster stated that after a
loss, such as the one Carolina, the team
felt dejected but "they weren't down on
individuals. If they lose, it's a team
disappointment. They don't jump all over
anyone. In victory or defeat, the team is a
tight cohesive unit."
The Tiger mentor also felt that, unless
events change dramatically, Clemson will
probably enter many of its ACC games as
an underdog. As a result, to Foster, each
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COACH DEAN SMITH and Coach Faster direct their teams in action at Littlejohn.
game will be as important as the next. No
game will carry the added weight of being
"the big game."
While the Tigers slowly improve, Foster
feels that "the major attribute we have is
patience. What we're working on now is
eventual results."
These "eventual results" that Foster is
looking for includes recruiting. He feels
that his running style of offensive play is
"the type that most boys like to play. If we
had held the ball against Carolina, the
score might have been closer, and you'd
see a lot of 50-49 and 40-39 games. But
you'll never convince a prospective player
that you're going to run next year after
freezing the ball for all that year. There's
no way."
The coach also believes that he should
set an example for both prospective
players and teammates alike. "It is just as
important that I follow what I tell my
players. I have to smile and keep a cool
head more than anyone. The players have
to look to their coach for a model. They
aren't going to feel as close to a coach that
puts on an act just to please the fans than
to one who shows an interest in the players
both as a team and as individuals. When
we're losing, we have to keep our poise,
pride and dignity. When we're winning, its
not as hard to do so."

With this seasoned talent on his team,
and wealth of young talent coming up,
Foster sees steady improvement as the
key to success in Clemson basketball.
"We're improving with each practice and
each game in the ACC will see us a little
stronger and a little more cohesive. The
keys right now are patience and team
effort. We've got a lbt of talent and when
we fully utilize it a lot of people will have to
reckon with us."

Sports schedule
Jan. 16
Basketball
Women at College of Charleston 8 p.m.
Swimming
Men at Wake Forest 4 p.m.
Wrestling
Southern Tech at Home 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 17
Basketball
Men at Wake Forest
Women at Baptist College 2 p.m.
Fencing
Men at Home
Women at Home
Swimming
Men at NC State 2 p.m.

Although he strives to be a team model,
Foster is rather reluctant to choose a
leader for the team. The coach feels that
"it's a position that has to be earned. No
one has really asserted himself as the
quarterback and it hurts us at times. At
the present, some of our leading players
are Tree (averaging 13 points and 13
rebounds), Dave Brown (with a 12-5
scoring average), and Colon Abraham

Swimming
Emory at Home; Men and Women 3 p.m.

(averaging 11 points a game). Tree is also
leading the nation in blocked shots, and is
in the top twenty nationally in rebounds."

Jan. 22
Basketball
Women at Francis Marion Invitation

Wrestling
Men at Home lp.m.
Jan. 21
Basketball
Men at Maryland

Ruggers open
practice
The Clemson Rugby Club has started
practice for its second semster season.
The team hopes to better its first semester
record of 12-4-4 with the addition of
forward* Kevin Malcom and Gary Brown
The first match is away at Greenville on
Jan. 25. The first home match is on Feb. 1.
The Rugby Club is open to anyone who
desires to play and likes to drink beer.

NOW THRU TUES., JAN. 20
"A sophisticated, civilized film. ... with
razor-sharp perception and unfailing wit.
A fascinating film."
—Nor ma Mclain Stoop, After Dark
"Few directors can make films as visually
arresting as those of Joseph Losey. He
gives the film class, as if he were unfolding
profound dramatic revelations about
relationships. A compelling razzle dazzle
tale with a striking superstructure. Glenda
Jackson excels.",
—William Wolf, Cue Magazine

GLENDA JACKSON
MICHAEL CAINE
HELMUT BERGER m

The Romantic
ERffltSfeWOIRaR
IN COLOR R-RATED

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/ 654 3230

Daily
7 and 9
Sun. 9

pap 15

Winter intramurals to begin next week
As the second semester begins, the
intramural department will begin the
largest participant sport, basketball.
Signing up for the team rosters is now
going on and anyone interested in fielding
a team must sign it up before Jan. 16.
There will be a freshman, upperclassmen,
fraternity, and graduate league for men
and one league for women. There will be a
meeting of the captains of each team on
Jan. 21 at 5:00 p.m. in Fike to go over the
rules and the format of play.
Any one interested in officiating the
basketball games during this semester
should contact the office of Intramural

Director Banks McFaddin in Fike. There
will be a pair of meetings for the officials
on Monday, Jan. 19, and another at 6:00 the
following day.
Raquetball will also start in the near
future and anyone interested should come
by and sign up. There will be singles for
both men and women and mixed doubles
competition. The singles must be signed up
by Jan. 16 with the play to begin on Jan. 20.
The mixed doubles should be signed up by
the same day (Jan. 16) but the play will not
begin until Feb. 2. The play will be broken
into two divisions, one for students and one
open division.
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Wrestling now
Varsity sport
In their first season as a varsity sport,
the Clemson wrestlers are winless after
four matches. After a season-opening loss
to Southern Tech, Clemson fell to
Southeastern power Georgia, to North
Carolina, and to Maryville.
This weekend Clemson returns home for
a rematch against Southern Tech, and
then will host a triangular match Saturday
with UT-Chattanooga and S.C. State. The
Clemson-Tech match is set for 7:30'p.m.
Friday, with the Saturday meet slated to
begin at 1 p.m.
All home wrestling matches are
scheduled for Fike Recreation Center, and
will be held in the open lounge area where
the ping-pong tables are usually located.
Spectators are asked to enter through the
normal West entrance. There is no charge
for wrestling matches.
Saturday's match will bring some of the
South's top talent into Clemson, and will
give area fans a chance to see one of the
nation's powers in U.T.-Chattanooga. The
team was 19-1 last year and coach Jim
Morgan was chosen as the NCAA Division
II Coach-of-the-Year a year ago.

En guard
Clemson's second-year fencing coach
Charlie Poteat is hoping that his Tigers
will improve on last season's 6-6 record.
His swordsmen get their first crack at
actual competition when Clemson hosts
Georgia Tech on Sat. morning at 9:00.
The Tiger's first meeting of the year will
be held in the gym which adjoins Jervey
Athletic Center, and spectators are
requested to enter through the South doors
which face the football practice complex.
There will be no admission charge for the
Tiger-Yellow Jacket encounter.
Poteat has all but one fencer back from
last year's team. Sophomore Jon Capri
had the team's top individual mark last
winter with a 22-11 slate in the epee, and
he, with senior captain Steve McCall, will
lead the 1976 Tigers. Other top returning
players include Frank Ceva in the foil, and
foilsman Don Caulkins. Freshman Jim
Heck, in the sabre, and foilsman Don
Fletcher bring excellent credentials to
Clemson from the prep ranks.
"We certainly hope to improve our
record," explained Poteat. We have three
fencers in each of the three weapons with
experience, so 1976 looks to be an exciting
year for Clemson Fencing.

IFC CLOSED RUSH
SCHEDULE
Jan. 14-16 Register for Rush 11:00-2:00,5:00-7:00

Harcombe Commons
Schilletter Hall

Jan. 19-20 Register for Rush 11:00-2:00,5:00^7:00

Harcombe Commons
Schilletter Hall

Jan. 21 Register for Rush 11:00-2:00
Jan. 21 RUSH CONVOCATION 6:00 pm

Harcombe Commons
Schilletter Hall
TillmanHall
Auditorium

(mandatory attendance for all Rushees)
V

Jan. 21 OPEN SMOKERS 7:00-9:00 pm

Fraternity Quad.
113 Calhoun St.

Jan. 22 OPEN SMOKERS 7:00-9:00 pm

Fraternity Quad
113 Calhoun St.

* Registration for RUSH is Mandatory
* Coat & Tie for Smokers

IF ANY QUESTIONS CALL
16

GREG MUELLER
U \ V-t
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Tigers get new assistant football coach
by Ed Fern
Head football coach, Red Parker, along
with athletic director Bill McClellan,
recently announced the signing of Charley
Pell to fill the open position of assistant
head football coach and defensive
coordinator here at Clemson."
Coach Pell, 34 years old, comes to
Clemson from Virginia Tech. where he
helped build a defense that improved from
128 in the nation to 29, in a two year period.
Techs' record improved from 2-9 to 8-3
during the same two years.
A native of Albertville, Alabama, Pell
was a three year lettermen and two
starting linemen for Paul "Bear" Bryant
at Alabama. Pell was also a member of
three Crimson Tide bowl teams, and a
member of the
1961
National
Championship 'Bama team.
When asked what he liked about
Clemson that made him come here, Coach
Pell replied, "There are four things that I
liked about Clemson. First there is Coach
Parker, who is one of the most respected
coaches in the nation. Second is the fact
that the academics here are also quite well
known. Third is the excellent attitude of
the players here, they want to work and
with that they are off to an excellent start.
Fourth, and most important is the spirit
that exists here.
It is hard to appreciate what kind of
spirit there is here unless you have viewed
Clemson from the outside as I have.
Clemson is known throughout this area for

its support of its athletic teams. This I
believe is the single thing I like most about
Clemson."
When asked what he he though the
weaknesses were in '75 with Clemson's
defense in 1975, Coach Pell said, "I haven't
noticed any specific weak spots, we are not
at all concerned with '75, rather we are
now preparing for '76. We are starting
from point zero."
Coach Pell feels that discipline is not a
matter that concerns only the coaches of a
football team. His philosophy is that of a
"two-way street," between the athletes
and the coaches. "No set of rules is right.
All athletics require a high degree of selfdiscipline within the individual athlete. He
needs to drive himself towards his own
personal goals and he should know how to
discipline himself in order to abstain those
goals."
Coach Pell has been here only two weeks
and already has the Tigers into their
winter conditioning program in
preparation for spring practice.
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Submerge
the Deacons
LYNGH'S DRUG STORE

CLEARANCE
SALE

the

m*m

tiger ^f*
sports shop

105 Sloan Street
Next To The Study Hall
Downtown Clemson

654-1719

ON SALE
Puma's best training and jogging shoe, in Gold and in Blue Regular
up to $36.00, now
\

^fc

jon derek ltd.
201 College Avenue, Downtown Clemson

Nylon & Dress Shirts

25% off

Denim & Corduroy Slacks

25% off

All Dress Slacks

25% off

Leather Coats & Sweaters

25% off

Ski Jackets

25% off

654-2802

We have a complete stock of Adidas SL-72, Country, Laplata, Gerd
Muller, Varsity Blue, Love Set, Monte Carlo, Stan Smith, Rod Laver
and the Super Star.
For those looking for an inexpensive soccer-football or softball shoe,
we are still selling the Puma shoe in white or in black for $9.35.
We string tennis and racquetball racquets on the premises with STATIGHT NYLON, BLUE STAR, VANTAGE I AND VANTAGE II. We
will soon have our supply of gut strings. 24 hour service, most of the
time.
Racquetball fans: We have Vittret & Sportcraft racquets in stock as
well as a good supply of balls.

BANKAMERICARD

iinfconw 6PM

JHW4S. W6

Also several other lines of jogging shoes as low as $11.95.
All Tennis balls (tretorn, wilson, spalding) in stock, on sale of $2.99 a
can.

Fraternity Wear — jerseys are sewn on the premises and delivered
within 24 hours.

m$

Tiger girls off to successful start
by Charles Jacobs
Co-Sports Editor
Following a demanding walkout schedule
and meeting twice daily for practice, the
Tigers quickly became an organized team.

Following successive victories over
Davidson, Erskine, and the University
South Carolina, the Clemson women's
basketball team went into the game
against Anderson Junior College with what
most would consider a surprising 3-0
record.

Coach King is also pleased with the
facilities offered to her girls. "In most
colleges, the men's and women's departments are separate, and the result is that
the women get second best in everything.
Here everybody is under one roof, and our
training facilities; gym; tutoring; almost
everything is equal to what the boys have.
We don't have any scholarships to offer -'
yet, but as we assert ourselves, I'm sure
that these will come."

Coach Mary Kennerty King does not
share the surprise, however. Despite the
fact that women's basketball is entering
only its first year as a varsity sport, Coach
King expects a lot from her team. "We got
a lot of talent from Anderson in Doll
(Eadon) and Vicky (Burton) and a lot of
our younger talent has begun to come
around."
Concerning the squads victory over the
highly favored university of South
Carolina girl's team, Coach King stated
that "we simply wanted the game more
than they did. They had good poise for a
young team and we were more aggressive
than they were on the boards. Janet
Rorester and Cookie Blakney really
responded and we just out-hustled them.
The girls got a little slack for awhile in the
second half, but I called a time out and
settled everyone down."
A victory over such an imposing opponent would not have seemed likely for
the girls's Tiger team in December. Coach
King, while agreeing that the girls were
less organized before the Christmas break,
is pleased with the progress made.

Buy
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Despite excellent facilities and
markedly improved team Coach King is.
not satisfied. "We can still improve. I told
the girls not to rest on their laurels. We've
got a long way to go and a lot of good teams
to play. If we utilize our talent, though,
we'll still come out on top".
Heading the Tiger women's talent is
Janet Forester, a freshman from Carnesville, Ga. She is scoring over 25 points a
game and is grabbing 15 rebounds a game
to lead the Tigers in both categories.
Another talented freshman is Cookie
Blakney who is scoring 10 points a game
and averaging 14 rebounds per contest.
Additional talent comes from Janice Flatt,
a freshman from Clemson and a sixth
team player.
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LOCKER ROOM at Jervey takes on new look.
Coach King also had two talented
players from last year's women's college
basketball champions. Forward Doll
Eadon and guard Vicky Burton, both
juniors from Anderson add talent and
experience to the Tiger women. "Vicky is
our quarterback. She runs the game on the
floor and keeps everyone going."
The Clemson women, now 4-1 after an 8570 loss to the national champions of
Anderson College now face the most dif-

ficult portion of their schedule. Their next
game is in Charleston against the College
of Charleston, and Coach King feels that
her team is going to have to keep playing
harder to emerge victorious. "We've got
enough talent to play almost anyone on our
schedule and if we can work everything
out, we should be fairly successful. We're
happy about the support we've been
getting and I hope that we'll continue to
please people," King added.
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Bring a friend and split the savings
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Sale runs all day Fri.f Sat., Jan. 16, 17

SPORTING GOODS
123 BY-PASS

SENECA

882-3391

limit 1 ad per customer
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SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
Camp Sea Gull and Camp Seafarer - North Carolina's nationally
recognized coastal boys' and girls' camps on Pamlico Sound near
Atlantic Beach and New Bern, 29th season. Camps feature sailing,
motorboating and seamanship plus all usual camping activities
(including skin-diving and golf course at Sea Gull and horseback
riding at Seafarer). Opportunities for students (college men and
women), coaches and teachers who are LOOKING FOR MORE
THAN "just another summer job." Openings for NURSES (RN).
June 8 - August 20. We seek highly qualified (ability to instruct in one
phase of camp's program), dedicated and enthusiastic staff
members with exemplary character and offer good salaries, room
and board, plus the opportunity of sharing in a meaningful and
purposeful experience. Quick answer upon receipt of a letter of
application which should include a brief resume' of training and
experience in area(s) of camp program in which you are best
qualified to instruct. Apply to Wyatt Taylor, Director, Camp Sea
Gull-Seafarer, P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605.
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AAMfttS MLLUkH
■ T„HE °VTING CLUB will hold a meeting Wed. at 8 p m
in Rm. 734 Forest and Recreation Building.
'
PERSONAL GROWTH GROUPS will be starting soon.
If you are interested in joining or in learning more about
the, contact Fred Steele, Rm. 200 tillman or call 656-2451.
WHO GIVES A DAMN? We did, and we still do. We are
the campus Hotline and we need your support If you are
interested in helping others with problems, call us at 654
1040 any time at night. WE NEED YOU!
WEIGHT CONTROL group will be starting in the
counseling center. The group is small and is concentrated on a "behavior-modification" plan to counteract bad habits. Contact the Counseling Center.
STUDY HABIT GROUPS ARE BEGINNING AT THE
Counseling Center for students who feel that they are not
achieving up to their potential. Assistance is offered in
time-management, note-taking, studying for exams, etc.

classifieds
SATURDAY, JAN. 17
FOR SALE: Head Killeys, 198 cm., Look-Nevada
bindings, when new $220, now only $50. Call Blake 7944.
LOST: Wide gold band filigree. No engraving. Lost
between P and A, and Forestry Building on Dec. 5. $15
reward. Call John 6979.
FOR SALE: Reel to reel, stereo tape recorder, can be
used separately, or with the existing system. Walnut
cabinet with removable cover: excellent condition. $240.
Call Bill 7094.
SNOW SKI Zenith Arlberg 203 cm., bindings Cobra,
pair $60. Good condition. Contact John Mayes at 2802.

Union Events

MONDAY, JAN. 19

Trip to Underground Atlanta, sign up at Union Information Desk on the Loggia by Jan. 16, $2.50 per person.
ACU-I tournaments in pool and pin-pong, no fee, sign
up at Union Info Desk on the Loggia by Jan. 16. Games
begin at 1 p.m.
SUNDAY.JAN.lt
Free Flick: "Start the Revolution Without Me." 8 p.m.,
free with Clemson l.D.
Jam Session in the Night Club, 8 p.m., open to students,
faculty, staff.
ACU-I tournaments in pool, ping pong, and bridge, no
fee, sign up at Union Info Desk on the Loggia by Jan. 16.
Games begin at 2p.m. in Student Union Building.

Movie: "Once Is Not Enough," 6:50 8. 9 p.m., regular
admission at the "Y" theatre, through Wed.
TUESDAY, JAN. 20
Night Club act: "Communicators," 9-11 p.m., so cents
admission.
Self Defense Demonstration, Tillman Auditorium, 8
p.m., free.
THURSDAY, JAN. 22
■* A!ne A"*n' ,0,k musicians,
Auditorium, 8 p.m., admission 50 cents.
A,5'-2!

Daniel

Hall

FRIDAY, JAN. 16
ED COLE will/speak on "Energy, Production and
Transportation: An Industrialists"at 3p.m. Mon. in Lee.
THE CLEMSON PHOTO CLUB will meet Mon. at 7
p.m. in Rm. 12, Brackett.
THE STUDENT NURSES'Association will meet Mon.
at 7:30 p.m. In Rm. 309 Daniel. The meeting will concern
the state convention, state officer campaign, and monev
raising projects.

JAYNE OLDERMAN BAND in the Union Night Club,
shows at 8, 9:15, 10:30 p.m., free admission.
Art exhibit in the Union Art Gallery on the Loggia.
Artist — Tom Dimond. Gallery hours are 10:00-5:00,
Monday through Sunday. Exhibit through Jan. 29.
Movie: "French Connection 11," 6:55 8.9 p.m., regular
admission in "Y" theatre, through Sat.
Videotape-programs: Eric Clapton concert and NFL
Follies shown on the Loggia. Through Jan. 25.

DELTA SIGMA NU, the pre health professors'
organization will hold its first meeting Wed. in Kinard
Specific meeting time and room will be posted.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet Sunday at 1030
a.m. in the YMCA clubroom. William C. Capel is the
guest speaker. All persons are invited to attend.

THE U-SH0P IS HAVING AN

WANT TO PLAN A GARDEN? The Wesley Foundation
is sponsoring a project that will make plots available for
the public to use as gardens. The project will run from
Feb. 2 to Oct. 1, 1976. For more information, please call
654-4547.

END OF WINTER SALE! !

APPLICATIONS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS to be awarded
for the 1976-77 academic year are now being distributed
by the Financial Aid Office in Rm. 106 in Sikes. The
deadline for application submission for scholarships is
Feb. 1.
THE DEPARTMENT OF SERVICES presents the last
chance to rent refrigerators for the semester. They can
be rented Mon. from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the basement of
Bradley. Remember, there is a limited number so come
soon.
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS interested in seeing
Europe at reduced rates should check into INTERCHANGE, a non-profit foundation located in Amsterdam. A subscription application and brochure can be
obtained by sending name, address, name of school, and
$1 or the equivalent in stamps to INTERCHANGE, Box
5579, Amsterdam, Holland.
DR. JAMES L. SKINNER, professor of English at
Presbyterian College will give a lecture and slide show
on the rise of Neo-Gothic architecture in England in
Daniel Aud. at 8 p.m. Wed.
PEN PAL WANTED: I am a black male in an Ohio
correctional facility who needs someone to write to me.
I'm 32 years old, Pisces, love music and sports. I paint
and draw in my spare time. I would like a female pen pal.
Please address letters to John L. Wright, No. 124730, P.O.
Box 787, Southern Ohio Correctional Facility, Lucasville,
Ohio, 45648.
THE HORTICULTURE CLUB will meet Tuesday, Jan.
20at7:00in Rm. E-145 of the P&A Building.
MINOR AUTO REPAIR: reasonable rates: 7 years
experience. Call Louis at 654-3565 after 5 p.m.

TOM DIMOND
PAINTINGS & SERK3RAPHS

JAN.15-JAN.29

SHOES WERE $30.00
SPORT SHIRTS WERE $14.00
KNIT SHIRTS WERE $8.00
SUITS WERE $99.50
DRESS SHIRTS WERE $16.50
JEANS WERE $13.00
DRESS SLACKS WERE $ 19.00
SWEATERS WERE $18.00

MOW $19.99
MOW $10.99
MOW $4.99 (all cotton)
MOW $89.99
MOW $11.99
MOW $8.99
MOW $9.90
MOW $13.99

UNION GALLERY
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CLEMSON, S.C.
LOCATED IN LOGGIA OF THE EDGAR
A. BROWN UNIVERSITY UNION
GALLERY HOURS: 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
MON-SUN.

DEAR SM, Happy Bicentennial...Friend!

^rmerican women & men need C. K~^r
—says the author of this important new book.

Read EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
AD0UT * ERA

WOMENS
SHOES WERE $27.00
BLOUSES WERE $17.00
KNIT TOPS WERE $13.00
JEANS WERE $17.00
DRESS SLACKS WERE $17.00
DRESSES WERE $24.00
ASSORTED KNEE SOCKS % OFF.

MOW $19.99
MOW $11.99
MOW $9.99
MOW $12.99
MOW $14.99
MOW $17.99

Now Taking Orders On Fraternity Wear.
Spring Items Are Coming In Daily.
We're Taking Orders On Them, Tool

( • the Equal Righto Amendment)
by Mary A. Deltman

uJli£ Hnitiprmtg ^ljnji

Sand cheek or money order for
$3.95 (paper); $6.95 (hard cover)

.. MERANZA PRESS
P.O. Box 1613

'The Nation's Largest Group of Apparel Stores
Catering-Exclusively to College Students".
208 COLLEGE AVENUE
654-4484
Store Hours
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat
Prop. Steve Poteet

Riverside, GA. 92502
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Plant Clinic

African violets were discovered in
Eastern tropical Africa by 3aron
Saint-Paul in 1893. African violets are
not true violets but are called as such
because they were discovered in Africa
and their usual deep purple blooms are
of violet form and color. They actually
belong to the Gesneria family and are
grown for their flowers.
There are three main methods by
which African violets are propagated.
These include seeds, cuttings, and
single-cell culture. When propagating
by seed, there are several soil mixtures which may be used. A more
common one is V2 milled sphagnum
and V2 perlite. Whatever mixture used
it must have water holding capacity as
well as being light and well drained.
Scatter the seeds over the soil surface and keep moist. Keep at a temperature of 75-85 degree F and they will
germinate in 12-14 days. When plants
are 4-6 weeks old, they can be transplanted with extreme care because
they are very tender and fragile. When
grown from seedlings, the new plants
will bloom in about 6-9 months.
Cuttings are the most widely used of
the methods. When taking leaf cuttings, keep about 1 inch of the petiole
intact. Then place the leaf petiole in
water or y2 vermiculite-V2 peat, or pure
vermiculite. The time required for
rooting varies with species. About 4V2
to 5V2 months later, divide the small
plantlets that have formed at the cut of
the petiole and transplant These plants
will bloom from 6-12 months after the
leaf cutting is taken.

1 e

Also by this same method of taking
cuttings, an old plant can be
rejuvenated. When an old plant has
formed a fairly long trunk, simply cut
the entire plant top and treat it as a leaf
cutting. These plants will generally
root much quicker and will therefore
dloom quicker also.
A new method of propagating Africn
violets is by the single-cell culture.
Single epidermal cells are isolated and
removed and placed in a water culture
where they are allowed to develop into
a small plantlet. These procedure,
however, requires experience and lab
facilities.
African violets have certain cultural
practices and conditions which must be
met. They need all the light and as
much sunshine as possible. This is
contrary to what most people say, but
it has been proven that sunshine
produces more flowers. They should be
kept at 70-72 degree F for best results.
If they receive temperatures lower
than 60 degree F, flower production
will be reduced. They need good, indirect ventillation. If they are placed in
cool drafts, the leaves will become
spotty. They should be watered
regularly with water at room temperature. They can be watered from
top or bottom, but should be watered
both ways occasionally to prevent saly
build-up. They must have 60-70 pet.
humidity and occasional misting of the
leaves is a good practice.
Average soil mixes found in stores
are usually sufficient for African
violets. Fertilize with small amounts of
a complete fertilizer every two weeks.
Common diseases and cures are as
follows: root nematodes — fatal; mites
— contact sprays: crown rot-fatal;
powdery mildew - good ventilation and
fungicide.
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